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The 4th Wave Of The Plandemic & The 

Masaajid – BEWARE If You Close Them!!! 
Reminding the pro-government, the government’s agent scholars, the pro-protocols Mutawallis 

and every other Muslim who is intoxicated and drunken with the silly, stupid, foolish, ‘dom’ 

(senseless) and fong-kong protocols dished out by people whose underwear is soiled with urine 

and excreta, Allah Ta’ala clearly says: 

“Verily, the Masaajid belong to Allah…” (Surah Jinn, Aayat 18) 

“Who is a greater Zaalim (oppressor) than the one who prevents Allah’s Name 

from being taken in the Masaajid of Allah?” (Baqarah, 114) 

While the plandemic dubbed as covid has once again raised its ugly, fake, halloween head in the 

form of the so-called ‘4th wave’, we warn ALL those scholars of the government, ALL the 

Mutawallis who support such scholars as well as every Musalli NOT to degrade themselves into 

the disgraceful deed of closing Allah’s Houses and NOT to enforce the fong-kong protocols which 

make no sense to sane brains and which are dished out by people who urinate like animals. 

Surah Feel clearly sounds out the ultimate destruction of Abraha who intended to destroy Ka’bah 

Shareef. Allah Ta’ala has mentioned this incident in Surah Feel for us to take a lesson, that if we 

imitate Abraha by closing Allah’s Houses thereby destroying them, we shall soon meet our Divine 

Doom from which there will be no escape! 

Remember the July riots that struck South Africa? That was the time in which Shaitaan made his 

agents announce a ‘3rd wave’, and certain scholars who work as the agents of Shaitaan’s agents 

(i.e. work for the government) called for the SHUTTING of the Masaajid. Then, Allah’s Azaab 

came for this criminal act of closing His Houses in the form of riots, where He caused malls and 

shops to be torched. Allah Ta’ala showed us who our Rabb is and what an important role His 

Houses play in our lives. 

Immediately, as certain Muslim communities opened their Masaajid, the conditions changed! Go 

and ask the Muslim Soldiers yourself of this if it is difficult to believe!  

Thus, there lies doom in the closure and suspension of the Masaajid. How unfortunate is it not to 

learn how certain ‘prominent’ scholars also suspended Jumu’ah Salaah and opposed the court case 

for opening the Masaajid?! Thus, let the July riots be a life-long lesson we remember. How dare 

we still have the audacity to close the Masaajid again?! 

The Masaajid should remain open forever even during the covid so-called ‘waves’. Five daily 

Salaahs according to the Sunnah should be strictly enforced. Shun the man-made scamdemic and 
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plandemic theories out of the window. By now, every intelligent human being – Muslim and non-

Muslim – has realized what a big hoax covid is. If you have still not realized the deceptiveness of 

covid, then indeed you are asleep! Wake up and hear the sinister helicopters that fly above your 

head in the darkness of the nights. What are they doing during the so-called ‘curfew’ time above 

your head? Spraying things to cause sickness? ‘Playing God’, in the sense of making people sick? 

Let Allah Rabbul Izzat show them who is Rabbul-Aalameen! Yet, UUCSA and their like-minded 

people have brought ‘Imaan’ on this entire hoax and Dajjaaliyat! 

The government and others don’t really follow their own protocols and restrictions. How then can 

Mutawallis and scholars of the court shove these atheist-made protocols down the throats of the 

Musallis?   

Alhamdulillah, it is truly heart-warming to note how many Masaajid (in Gauteng and other parts 

of the country as well) have shun the following and teaching of the Ulama-e-government – the 

very same ones who went to court to beg for the Masaajid to remain SHUT. Such Masaajid have 

aligned themselves with the Ulama-e-Haq – whether it be the Wifaaqul-Ulama SA or others. It is 

noted that such Masaajid operate in accordance to the Sunnah of the Sufoof, etc. even amidst 

different ‘waves’ of the Dajjaali deceptions. 

As long as no oppressive law is made to close the Masaajid, Mutawallis and Imaams should  not 

even hallucinate of such an un-Islamic act! Even if any such law is passed, then, Insha Allah, the 

lawyers who are aligned with the Ulama-e-Haq and in whose hearts lies the love for the Masaajid 

will guide the Ummah in light of the legal way.  

Just as many of the rich Mutawallis use strategies and loopholes to avoid the exorbitant tax in our 

country, so too should they use loopholes and strategies to keep Allah’s Houses operating 

throughout the Dajjaali waves we are facing.  

Just like how Imaams and UUCSA members witness on a daily basis how even the Police don’t 

wear masks, nor do they social distance, then why do they enforce such un-Islamic protocols in 

the Masaajid thereby ruining and rendering the Salaah of the Musallis void of any reward?   

We make Du’a that Allah Ta’ala opens our sleeping eyes in this era of the covid Fitnah. May Allah 

Ta’ala grant us the love for His Houses. May Allah Ta’ala embed this love deep in our hearts, 

Aameen.  

Never Did The Masaajid Close During The Era Of Nabi 

(Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam), The Sahaabah 

(Radhiyallahu Anhum) And The Imaams Of The Four 

Mazhabs (Viz. Imaam Abu Hanifah, Imaam Shaafi’, 

Imaam Ahmad Bin Hambal And Imaam Maalik 

Rahimahumullah)! 

In Fact, During Difficulties, The Masaajid Should Be 

Frequented More Often, NOT CLOSED!!! 


